UPDATE MAY 2018

Greetings to you all,
Members of ANZSG have been busy with the research to support future
projects regarding the application of SRV. We continue to meet face-toface and have had numerous Skype and phone meetings. Outside of this
contact, we have each conducted interviews for Phase 1 of the research
into the application of SRV. Recently we met to conciliate the data we
have collected so far. We are aware that we could have interviewed
many more people committed to applying SRV in their work, home and
citizen roles, and regret not having the capacity to do more.
In this update, we provide you with some details about how we went
about analysing the results of the interviews and some great quotes. We
hope this entices you to go to the ANZSG conference paper at the
International SRV Conference and/or stay tuned for our write-up of the
results. In this update, you will find a snapshot of who was interviewed,
along with photos of us at work.

Methodology
Each interview was conducted using a semi-structured interview
approach, and also audio-recorded. A Research Assistant (members of
SRV networks) took extensive notes of each interview; some interviews
were also transcribed. Each interview was then analysed by two
members of ANZSG for notes/quotes that addresses the research
questions. The notes/quotes were then collated into the four major
themes: (i) where and in what ways SRV is used, (ii) which SRV ideas
are used, (iii) outcomes as a result of applying SRV, (iv) journeys to the
outcomes. A second round of analysis was then done to identify the subthemes in each of the major themes. We are in the midst of analysing
these results.

Number of
interviews with
those who apply
SRV: 21
Roles of
interviewees:

20 workers, 15 of
whom are
managers
12 family
members,
including parents,
siblings, sons/
daughters
2 academics
4 people who have
experienced social
devaluation
Engaged with the
following devalued
groups:

people with
disability
older people
people with mental
health issues
Indigenous people
people experiencing
homelessness
people living in
social housing
people in the
criminal justice
system
refugees and asylum
seekers

Members of ANZSG analysing and theming the
notes/transcripts. L-R: Greg Mackay, Kane Morgan,
Rhiannon Brodie, Prue Gorman, Amie Storer (and
Jane Sherwin behind the lens)
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QUOTES FROM A RANGE OF INTERVIEWEES

SRV helps me have a
more sophisticated approach,
[to consider] who they are, how old
they are, where they have come from,
what passions they have, how to
build on this. Not ‘which service
is available?’

Conversations about our actions need
to happen all the time. Families and
organisations need to establish a

When we do
training, we talk about
the wounding
experiences.

feedback loop so actions can be
analysed in terms of the outcomes for the
person.

SRV sets the scene for
our responsibility to how we
interact, talk and act with
By using his sisters as a compass, they go
colleagues, but also in our
to [a music festival] every year. He loves
music … he has ended up going for most relationships with vulnerable
people.
years. I have just acknowledged that there

For me, when the light
bulb went on, it
never went out.

You can tell if
something is not going
to work out, based on
the existing mindset.

is risk and done what I can to put in place
safeguards against the risk whilst still
allowing him to have that role of a
SRV was extremely helpful in the
festival goer and being with sisters
[institutional]
setting as a theory and
and friends.

You look at people through a different lens.
When I’m doing an assessment, I look
beyond the impairment and the needs
associated with that. It’s not to say I
negated their health needs, but there was a
slightly different weighting around social
participation.

practice, trying to safeguard and mitigate
and minimise … it was all about how can I
do something better in this terrible
setting.

The understanding of what a
good service looks like comes ‘at the
very bottom of things that organisations
typically focus on’ ie finance, HR systems,
corporate governance, standards’, even
SRV is a spectrum - there’s
when the rhetoric of SRV is used but
always more that could be done.
with no understanding.
Someone
experiencing an incredible
amount of distress is often
interpreted as a symptom of mental illness.
In reality, it is because of the social isolation
and being left alone to deal with overwhelming
situations and circumstances. For me, I don’t have
a problem talking with them about how wounded
they may have been with the losses from their
place within their families, a loss of a sense of
being able to make a contribution to their
communities and that is a source of
validation for people; it’s like
Rejoicing in the richness of the findings.
a sense of relief.
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OTHER NEWS
While in Adelaide for the ANZSG meeting, we also met with members of the local SRV network. It was a
highlight for newer members of ANZSG to meet Peter Millier, retired Senior Trainer and founding
members of ANZSG; Joyleen Thomas and Jayne Barrett, SRV mentors and founding ANZSG members;
Rosie Olbrycht and Fiona Campbell, highly experienced in the use of SRV; and also to meet Sarah
Burrage, a local teacher of SRV and team leader in PASSING.

International SRV
Conference
‘Opening doors to the
good things in life:
implementing SRV’
Winnipeg, Canada

ANZSG Contact List
Please contact ANZSG if you would like
to be on our contact list. Stay in touch
with activities of ANZSG and other
SRV related information. Email

anz.srv@gmail.com A member can ring
you if you would prefer a phone
conversation

June 6-8, 2018

Contact details for local groups

Pre workshops:

NSW
foundationsforum@foundationsforum.info

June 4 & 5

Qld viaainc@gmail.com

http://umanitoba.ca/faculties/
tml
education/conferences/srv2018.h

SA TEC meljackman@gmail.com
Tas tectasmania@gmail.com

For more details
about Dr
Wolfensberger’s
life and works,
go to https://
www.wolfwolfensbe
rger.com/life-swork/social-rolevalorisation

